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It is essential carers are aware if the deceased carries a donor card as per 

the human organ transplant act 1989  

Christianity 

There are different practices for those of the Christian faith. Those 

practicing Catholicism will probably require a priest to offer last rights. 

Privacy for pray is essential 

Judaism 

The individual will require their Rabbi to be informed. After death the body 

must be laid flat, with hands open, arms parallel and close to the body, 

legs out straight. The body does not need to be washed, simply wrap in a 

sheet the Jewish Burial Society will prepare it for burial 

Burial must be as soon as possible after death. 

Hinduism 

It is very important to the person that all close family members are present 

particularly the eldest son. The patient may be distressed if this cannot 

happen. It is common for a Hindu priest to pray with the dying person. 

Hindus are very strict about who touches the body and will not be happy 

if it is a non-Hindu. The family will wash the body. 

Cremation must take place within 24 hours. 

Islam 

When dying, privacy is important whilst the person declares their faith. 

They may require someone to read from the Quran. Do not allow a non 

Muslim to touch the body. Someone from the family of the same sex 

usually prepares the body. If you do need to touch the body please use 

disposable gloves. 

Muslims try to bury their dead within24 hours facing Makkah (Messa) 
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Sikhism 

This religion has a number of items of dress that are symbolic - often known 

as the five Ks. 

• Kesh is uncut hair. Sikhs believe that the hair should not be cut but 

rather remain as God intends. Many Sikhs keep their hair covered 

with a turban. Men should not cut their facial hair either. 

• Kangha This is a small wooden comb used by Sikhs to keep their hair 

clean and tidy. Sikhs are encouraged to wash their hair daily and to 

comb it and wind it up into a topknot. The Kangha is placed in the 

topknot to keep it in place. 

• Kara The Kara is a bangle made out of metal, which is worn on the 

right wrist. The circle symbolises unity and eternity and the metal 

symbolises strength. It reminds Sikhs of their bond with the guru. 

• Kirpan This is a sword or dagger worn as a reminder of the courage 

of the first five Sikhs who were willing to die for their faith. It is a 

symbol of bravery and faith in God. It is worn on a belt which goes 

across the shoulder under the clothes. To take the kirpan out of its 

sheath is considered disrespectful by some Sikhs. 

• Kachera are short trousers that are worn under clothing and worn by 

both men and women. 

These symbolic items should not be removed or altered without 

permission, or before washing your hands. Crucially you should not cut or 

trim the hair.  

Buddhism 

Rebirth is a fundamental part of Buddhism and so the preparation for 

death prevails over the rituals associated with death. Buddhists facing 

death may ask for a monk or nun be present to chant or assist in the 

passing of life. Some traditions have special needs as death approaches. 

To assist in the passage to the next rebirth wholesome acts such as 

generosity and kindness are remembered. 

In some traditions it is desirable for the body to remain at the place of 

death for up to a week to allow for rebirth to occur. This could create a 

problem, but Buddhists are noted for being tolerance, not demanding, 

and usually a solution can be found.  

Buddhists often choose cremation as the body is considered a temporary 

vehicle. 


